
How to read papers



“
Prerequisite for researchers:
You really should like to read.
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I’m not talking about reading 
papers. I mean just reading.

Anything.



“
I’d rather have a book, but in a pinch I will 
settle for a set of Water Pik instructions. 

Once, long ago, I bested a desperate bout of 
insomnia by studying the only piece of 

written material in my apartment that I had 
not already read at least twice: my 

roommate’s 1974 Toyota Corolla manual.
- Ex Libris: Confessions of a Common Reader 

(“서재결혼시키기”), Anne Faldman
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Anatomy of Research Papers
✘ Title

✘ Authors

✘ Abstract

✘ Introduction

✘ Backgrounds (or Related Work)

✘ Technique X

✘ Research Questions

✘ Experimental Setup

✘ Results

✘ Discussions / Future Work

✘ Threats to Validity

✘ Related Work (or Backgrounds)

✘ Conclusion

✘ Acknowledgement

✘ References

✘ Appendix

✘ Online Supplements
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Reading vs. Writing

✘ Much of what we discuss today also work as advice for writing (i.e., 
write what where)

✘ One helpful meta-reading is to focus on writing skills rather than 
contents – hard, but worthy skill to learn
○ Make note of words, phrases, even context-specific references
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1.

Title
“A rose by any other name would smell as sweet”

- Romeo & Juliet, Act 2 Scene 1
But really? J
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Title

✘ What the paper is about, obviously
✘ The “granularity”

○ “On [something really big]”
○ “Towards [something really difficult]”
○ ”Evaluating the impact of X-zation of Y-ified Z on [something 

widely studied]”
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2.

Authors
“If my doctor told me I had only six minutes to live, I would not 

brood. I’d type a little faster.”
- Isaac Asimov
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Authors
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✘ Knowing individual authors do help you reading the paper
○ Research trajectory
○ Area of expertise
○ Expected quality (ideally)
○ Social landscape of a field

✘ Remembering the mapping between names and papers will help you when you 
actually run into them at conferences J



3.

Abstract
“Yes.”

- J. K. Gardner & L. Knopoff
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Abstract
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✘ A short summary of the entire paper

✘ Usually 250-300 words

✘ Some venues require structured abstract
○ Introduction / Methods / Results / Conclusion (IMRaD)

✘ You SHOULD get some idea about what the paper is really about
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4.

Introduction
“You never get a second chance to make the first impression.”

- anonymous
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Introduction
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✘ A slightly longer summary of the entire paper (abstract expanded)

✘ Ordering can be different, but usually contains the following parts:
○ Description of the world/status-quo

■ What the problem is
■ Why the problem is important (i.e., motivation)

○ What other people have tried before
■ Why they fall short

○ Description of the current paper
■ What “we” do for the problem, differently from others (i.e., justification)

○ A brief summary of technical contributions 
○ Organisation of the remaining sections
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Part 1: State of the world
✘ State of the fact

✘ What has been happening in other 
field
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Part 2: Description of the Problem
✘ Compared to what has been going on 

in other fields, ours hasn’t put much 
effort in X

✘ Existing Y fails to do X because…
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Part 3: What we propose
✘ High level description of what this 

paper proposes

✘ Try to imagine what the low-level, 
technical details would be
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Part 4: How we are going to evaluate
✘ Peek into the actual evaluation

✘ Allows you to set your expectation –
what evidence will I see?
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Part 5 & 6: Contributions and Organisation
✘ Point- by-point, declarative 

summary of what the paper actually 
contributes

✘ A brief ToC…
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5.

Background / Related Work
“Knowledge is power.”

- Francis Bacon
(Bonus: definitely read this AFTER CLASS-

https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/dxosj/what_word
_or_phrase_did_you_totally_misunderstand/c13pbyc/)
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https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/dxosj/what_word_or_phrase_did_you_totally_misunderstand/c13pbyc/


Background / Related Work
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✘ Where you list existing work that are related to yours

✘ Depending on context, it may be better to:
○ Explain existing material before describing yours: have a “Background” section
○ Describe your technique first, and compare it to existing work before: have a 

“Related Work” section
○ Can have both in rare cases

✘ Summarise existing work briefly

✘ *Position your work*
○ highlight differences between them and yours



6.

Research Questions / 
Experimental Setup

“Judge a man by his questions rather than his answers.”
- Voltaire
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Research Questions
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✘ The “solution” in a research question is usually presented in the form of question and 
answer.

✘ You can learn how the proposed solution is being evaluated by reading RQs
○ Effectiveness: how good is the new technique?
○ Efficiency: how cheap/fast is the new technique?

?



Experimental Setup
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✘ For domains that involves empirical evaluation (i.e., your “solution” is a “technique” 
therefore you apply it to a set of subjects and evaluate how well it works), you need 
to specify:
○ What your subjects are, and why/how they were chosen
○ How your technique is implemented, using which external dependencies
○ In which environment the experiments have been executed
○ What the parameters to your algorithm are

✘ This helps both replication and understanding of results



7.

Threats to Validity
“The validity of internet quotes are getting sketchy these days.”

- Abraham Lincoln
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Threats to Validity
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✘ This is where you honestly discuss any factors that may threat the validity of your 
claims
○ Internal validity: have you evaluated your solution correctly?

■ E.g., implementational correctness
○ External validity: how well does your claim generalise?

■ E.g., any potential bias in the selection of subjects
○ Construct validity: are you measuring what you are supposed to measure?

■ E.g., the use of correct evaluation metrics

✘ Use extra scepticism 



Reading Strategy
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It is OKAY to feel overwhelmed

✘ Reading research papers is difficult. By definition.
✘ Keep in mind *why* you are reading this paper (when applicable, 

ask the person who told you to read it)
○ Comfort zone vs. extension of your knowledge
○ Theoretical vs. empirical
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Multi-pass Reading

✘ Almost all guidelines recommend multi-pass reading
○ Skim: focus on title, abstract, figures, and conclusion – identify 

what it is about
○ Read: read again, using the common structure as your map –

form your own questions
○ Interpret: deep-dive into the text, tables, and figures - find 

answers to your own questions
○ Summarise: add the paper to your own map of research 

landscape
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Critical/Creative Reading

✘ Read Critically
○ Do not be afraid to question the contents – be sceptical and 

suspicious
○ Is the problem right? Is the argument justifiable? Are the data 

not biased?
✘ Read Creatively

○ Criticising something is easy: building up is harder
○ Can this be done for other problems? What would I do 

differently, or subsequently? 
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Critical/Creative Reading
✘ Read Between/Beyond Lines

○ Notice what is NOT being said
○ Learn to distinguish nuances

✘ Reading as a group
○ Will bring out points that you

missed
○ Discussion is not a fight to win 

or lose
○ Reading critically does not

mean you have to judge the
paper
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Both use and ignore the structure

✘ Different papers are written for different model readers in mind
○ Most frequently: for someone with general CS knowledge by 

little domain expertise
○ Depending on venues: for someone with reasonable domain 

knowledge on a specific topic (e.g., specialised conference 
proceedings)

✘ Do not read everything sequentially. Jump depending on:
○ Your domain knowledge
○ Your questions
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Treat Citations as Hypertexts

✘ Be prepared to follow references and read other papers
✘ People *do* make habitual citations (I am guilty as well), 

sometimes completely out of context – do not rely on authority, 
find out on your own
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Reproduction

✘ Increasingly researchers are required to provide a replication 
package with a paper (code, data, and anything else required to 
replicate the study)

✘ Make a note of whether such a package is explicitly included in the
paper – it will save you time later
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Read to Write Better

✘ Try to expand your vocabulary all the time: sometimes you want 
the prefect choice of word to get the right nuance

✘ Pick up phrases and expressions that are useful
✘ Identify fancy LaTeX tricks; maintain a snippet library
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Note-making

✘ Write a short summary of what you read, if possible
✘ What the paper is about, which data has been used, what you think 

are strengths and weaknesses
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Summaries
✘ There are common structures papers 

follow – know which contains which

✘ Do multi-pass reading, gradually 
digging into finer details

✘ Read both critically and creatively

✘ Maintain a note of what you read
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More reading about reading

✘ How to read a paper – S. Keshav, University of Waterloo (link)
✘ How to read a research paper – M. Mitzenmacher, Harvard 

University (link)
✘ How to read a research paper – Grisword, Murphy, and Conati (link)
✘ How to (seriously) read  a scientific paper – Science Magazine (link)

○ How to read a scientific paper (link)
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http://blizzard.cs.uwaterloo.ca/keshav/home/Papers/data/07/paper-reading.pdf
http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~michaelm/postscripts/ReadPaper.pdf
http://web.cs.wpi.edu/~rich/courses/howto.html
https://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2016/03/how-seriously-read-scientific-paper
https://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2016/01/how-read-scientific-paper

